Badger Pass/Yosemite Valley Shuttle Schedule

Shuttle Schedule First Departure
Curry Village Registration - 8:05 am
Yosemite Village YTS - 8:10 am
(Bus stop is brown booth next to firehouse)
Yosemite Valley Lodge - 8:30 am

Shuttle Schedule Second Departure
Curry Village Registration - 10:35 am
Yosemite Village YTS - 10:40 am
(Bus stop is brown booth next to firehouse)
Yosemite Valley Lodge - 11:00 am

Badger Pass to Yosemite Valley Return Shuttles
Badger Pass Day Lodge: 2:00 pm and 4:30 pm. The shuttles will make drop-off stops at all Yosemite Valley locations listed above. Enjoy!

Please Note: Only one shuttle bus will be available each run with a maximum capacity for 45 passengers.